
The Multifunctional Baby Rocker Instruction 

 

To make sure how to use the baby rocker,please read 
the instruction very carefully,keep it safe for future 
reference.If you do not follow the instruction to use 
rocker,may affect your chilren’s safety.if you assign 
the rocker,please assign this instruction together.

ILLUSTRATION ARE REFERENCE ONLY.
DESIGN AND STYLE MAY VARY.

360 degrees rotation
Available for sit status and sleeping status
Interchangeable for sit status and sleeping status
Detachable music vibration
Adjustable backrest                    
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  user guide and
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Backrest Adjustable 
Set Parts*1

Link tube 
set parts*1

front side tube*1 fabric cover*1

Canopy*1 Rocker*1 Stopper At Left
&Right Side*2 Vibration music

1.OPEN CARTON: Please make sure that all needed parts are in the 
carton.

3.ASSEMBLE AND DISASSEMBLE LINK TUBES PARTS: :See 
pics 3,Put link tubes parts into the center hole of rocker’s base. 
the assembly is finished when you hear  “click” sound. Press down 
the buttons,pull it out from  the stoppers to disassemble it.

2.ASSEMBLE AND DISASSEMBLE STOPPER PARTS: See pics①,
put stopper into rocker’s slot,as pics② instruction,the assembly is 
finished when you hear “click” sound,means the springs pop up.
Press down the springs,pull it out from the stoppers to disassemble it.

(Warning:The stopper have left side and right side,please don’t 
mix it.otherwise,you’re not able to assemble it).
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5.ASSEMBLE AND DISASSEMBLE FRONT TUBES PARTS:See 
pics 5,Put the front tubes into the slots as arrow indication, the 
assembly is finished when you hear “click” sound,means the 
springs pop up. Press down the springs,
pull it out from the backrest adjust parts to disassemble it.

6.ASSEMBLE AND DISASSEMBLE FABRIC COVER: ①See pics 6a,
Put the fabric cover on the rocker’s frame,to assemble it.(Attention:
Don’t assemble it at wrong direction,the safety buckle and front tubes 
should be at same direction).
②See pics 6b,use zipper to zip up these fabrics cover around 
adjusting button.
③See pics 6c, use zipper to zip up these fabrics cover around 
front tube.

4.ASSEMBLE AND DISASSEMBLE BACKREST ADJUST PARTS: 
See pics 4,Put backrest adjust parts into link tubes parts,follow up 
the arrow indication to insert it inside, the assembly is finished 
when you hear “click” sound,means the springs pop up. Press 
down the springs,pull it out from the backrest adjust parts to 
disassemble it.
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8.Install/detach music vibration: Install the music vibration on the seat 
cover shown in picture 8 above. Pull up the music vibration for detaching. 

9.3-point safety belt usuage: When the baby use the safety belt as 
picture 9 shown, let A connect C by going through B. And B should be 
between the baby's two legs(in the crotch). Part A and part B should be 
around the baby waist, adjust the 
safety belt legnth to the proper one. When you hear the sound "click", 
that means the safety button is locked.
Warning: Donnot use the damaged safety belt. When you using the 
rocker, make sure to use the safety belt. When the safety belt is too 
long, it will lose the protection function.

7.ASSEMBLE AND DISASSEMBLE CANOPY: ①See pics 7a,Put 
canopy’s clamp into slot of canopy’s base,follow up arrow indication to 
insert it, the assembly is finished when you hear “click” sound.
Press down locks hook at canopy’s clamp,pull it out,to disassemble 
canopy.
②See pics 7b,Zip up the two side zipper at canopy to assemble canopy,
to zip out 
the zipper to disassemble canopy.
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10.Rocker 360 degree rotation: Shown in picture 10, put the rocker 
on the ground, one hand holds the rocking pole associates, the other 
hand turn the front foot pipe around.
11.Fixation/swing shift: ①rocker fixation: When you need the rocker 
fixation function, move the 4 feet associates to the lowerest point(4 
feet stand on the ground).
②rocker swing: move the 4 feet associates to highest point for the 
function of swing.
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12.Seat cover/sleeping cot shift: ①Seat cover status: lock the safety 
buckle under the seat cover, meanwhile, adjust the one hand button to 
the highest level shown in picture ①.
Sleeping cot status: Adjust the back rest associates to the level position, 
release the safety button, and adjust the back rest associates to the 
lowest level to achieve the sleeping cot function.
Warning: when using the sleeping cot function, make sure that the 
back rest adjustable associates is at the level position.
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日常保养

Please strictly comply with the following points to avoid the accident happens.
When the baby is in the rocker, do not lift the rocker up.
Do not use the rocker in steep slope, stairs, electrical elevator, sand, uneven 
road and clay.
Do not let baby stand on the rocker.
Each rocker can only be used by one baby. Baby must sleep in the seat cover.
Warning: Always use safety belt to avoid accident.
Warning: Never leave your child unattended.
Warning: This rocker is NOT suitable for the usage of long time sleeping.
Warning: This rocker cannot take place of the usage of baby playpen. 
If baby needs sleeping, please buy the proper baby playpen or bed.
Warning: Once the baby can sit, do not use the rocker any more.
Warning: To avoid accident, do not use the accessories which are not 
supplied or approved by the manufacturer.
Warning: Do not use the rocker any more when any part of it is missing or 
damaged.
Warning: When use the canopy on the rocker, do not move the rocker 
by lifting the canopy. Throw away the plastic bag to avoid suffocation after 
your child put it on his head. Check the screw, nut and bolt regularly.
Maximum load is 9kg.
Suitable for babies before their sitting stage.
Meet with EN12790-2009  standard.
KEEP AWAY FROM FIRE!
Maintenance
Using brush to clean canopy/fabric cover and rocker frame, then dry them 
naturally in the cool area. For the dirty parts, please use diluted detergent 
to wash them, then wipe the detergent including the dust, and then use a 
damp cloth to clean the rocker frame. Wipe the rocker frame with a dry cloth. 
If not dry, the rocker frame will be aging black.
Do not use bleacher. Put the cushion in the dark place to dry in the shade. 
Do not use dryer to dry it.
Do not let the rocker in direct sunlight. Otherwise, the plastic and fabric parts 
will fade.
If the back rest soft goods is damaged, do not use it any more and contact 
the customer service department.
There is no notice due to the improvement of products, design and 
specifications.
The pictures in the instructions are just for reference. They may not represent 
the actual product.

WARNING 




